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What is ‘Digital Services?’
Intro



What is Digital Services?

We are a growing team of designers, 
product managers, and engineers within 
City government.





Bringing the city online

We work in partnership with other City 
departments to improve their public 
services and content.

Many of which are legacy tech or on paper. 



What we do
Intro



What do cities do?



Fortune-telling permit

Marriage licenses

...and pandemic response!

Plant street trees

Painting curbs

Public art
Foster pets

Visit someone in jail



What our team works on



City-wide scale

We centralize stuff that’s hard to do in government:

● Single web presence

● Design standards

● Platforms for forms and communications

● Translations and accessibility

● Integrations between department systems



Why we do it
Overview



How do digital services discriminate?

● It isn’t formatted for all screens, phones, or browsers.

● It uses language that’s hard to understand, with 

words that only experts know.

● It uses images that hog bandwidth, take a long time to 

load, and can’t be understood by screen readers.

● It makes it hard to get what you need.



What languages does SF speak?

18.25% 10.78%

2.87%

56.92%



● Mobility: 50,739

● Independent living: 43,232

● Cognitive: 36,851

● Sensory: 35,748

● Personal care: 24,640

In San Francisco, 95,000 people with disabilities, 
some with multiple



Tales from the pandemic
True stories



2020: A real photo from last week!





















“If we can open, that would be one 
step. If we can break even on 
expenses, that would be the next 
step. If we can do as well as before, 
that would be awesome.” 

— San Francisco business owner





What’s hard in a government environment?

Being constrained by policy or politics

Connecting to a diverse audience of all San Franciscans 

Identifying who is a stakeholder



Discussion


